
Computing                      Year 6 Spreadsheets Spring term 2016-2017 
Key Vocabulary: 
Spreadsheet, cell, row, column, formula/ formulas, calculate, average, percent, edit, insert, ascending, descending, SUM, fill, recalculate, references, data, 
merge, multiple, budget 

Factual Knowledge: 
Pupils should be taught to: 

 Recognise a cell and how to format them 

 That a spreadsheet can do calculations 
quickly 

 How to enter data into a spreadsheet 

 How to use a SUM function 

 Know what spreadsheets are used for 

 Sort data appropriately 

 Calculate totals and averages for a row of 
data 

 Create a spreadsheet and use it to solve 
problems 

 Create multiple columns and merge cells 

 Plan and calculate a spending budget using a 
spreadsheet 

Skills: 
Children will be able to: 

 Add, edit and calculate data 

 Enter data and formula into a spreadsheet 

 Identify cells using rows and columns 

 Use the SUM function to perform calculations 

 Use the fill tool to copy formulas correctly 

 Use formulas to calculate totals and averages 

 Add extra data and edit existing data 

 Use a spreadsheet to solve problems 

 Create a formula to solve a specific calculation 

 Replicate formulas over several cells 

 Check calculations for errors 

 Interpret data and make comparisons 

 Calculate a spending budget 

 Select and add items from a given list 

 Calculate a running total and an amount remaining 

Possible Activities: 
 Complete data and 

calculations on a pre-given 
spreadsheet 

 Enter scores in a Hockey 
league spreadsheet 

 Calculate totals and 
averages in spelling test 
scores spreadsheet 

 Use Pocket Money problem 
sheet to solve problems 
with a spreadsheet 

 Use Party Planning Budget 
sheet to plan and calculate 
a spending budget 

 Create their own 
spreadsheet for a specific 
purpose 

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Education, and Promotion of British Values: 
Spiritual - They will reflect on their work and on the work of their peers.  Moral - all students must conduct themselves appropriately within the class room.  
Behaviour expectations are high to ensure the Health and Safety of the students within a practical subject. Children must use technology responsibly, 
respectfully and safely.  Social - students are encouraged to work in cooperation with others, either in pairs or within larger groups to create 
spreadsheets.  Students are encouraged to discuss their ideas; share thoughts and provide constructive advice within group discussions.  Cultural – Children 
to think about the use of spreadsheets throughout the world.  British Values:  Work together to help one another – children will work in groups and will 
make comments on each other’s pieces.  We treat one another with respect. Children will show respect for each other’s thoughts and ideas during 
discussions and show respect when peer assessing each other’s work.   Children will behave in a way that allows everyone to learn and achieve their 
potential;  We know that we need to work in boundaries to make safe choices and follow safety and health and safety regulations and work in a safe way in 
the classroom.  We have the freedom to make choices about choosing the level of challenge in some lessons 



Assessment and evaluation 
 

  

 Enter text and numbers into a 
spreadsheet. 

 Identify and refer to cells by row 
and column. 

 Begin to enter formulae with the 
SUM function. 

 

 Can enter formulae into cells. 

 Edit data and discuss the effect on results. 

 Use further functions including AVERAGE, 
MIN and MAX. 

 Create graphs. 

 Design their own spreadsheet for a specific 
purpose. 

 Enter and edit text. 

 Numbers and formulae purposefully and 
independently. 

 Understand the advantages of spreadsheets 
over comparative manual methods. 

 Explore further functions. 

 Select data and create graphs with 
appropriate formatting. 

 Design their own spreadsheet for a specific 
purpose and present it appropriately. 

Initials of children working below the 
expected level, with details of attainment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initials of children broadly reaching the expected 
levels of attainment: 

Initials of children exceeding the expected level with 
details of attainment: 

Evaluation against Learning Attitudes: 
Showing curiosity about objects, events and people 
Using senses to explore the world around them 
Showing a ‘can do’ attitude 
Paying attention to details 
Persisting with activity when challenges occur 
Showing satisfaction in meeting their own goals 
Thinking of ideas 
Making links and noticing patterns in their experience 
Making predictions 
Checking how well their activities are going 

 


